




Embracing a cycling transformation

Photo: Mother riding in cycle with her 2 children on a busy road in Chennai
Source: ITDP India



  Why cycle 
  now?

- A personal mode 
of transport
 

- Can reduce strain 
on public 
transport

- An equitable mode 
of travel 

- Green and zero 
emission mode Photo: People have started cycling to work during post the lockdown, June, 2020

Source: ETimes



How can we achieve our vision?

Create safe and 
inclusive infrastructure 

Break the stigma 
around cycling

Ensure access to 
cycles for all

Car free sunday as initiative to 
promote cycling - Chennai 

Source:  ITDP India

People of different  age group 
commuting by cycle - Chennai 

Source: ITDP India

Protected cycle track - Sydney
Source: NACTO



Safe and inclusive infrastructure: 
Pop-up cycle lanes1

Photo: Segregated bicycle lane in Toronto, Ontario, May, 2020
Source: Bloor Annex BIA



Safe and inclusive infrastructure: 
Slow zones1

Photo: Chicago’s “Open Streets” program of pandemic walk/bicycle/cafe interventions, May, 2020
Source: John Greenfield 



Safe and inclusive infrastructure: 
Ensuring parking — On-street & off-street 1

Photo: Four car parking spots reclaimed to make space for 40 bicycles in Gurugram, May, 2017 
Source: WRI India



Safe and inclusive infrastructure: 
Temporary shading elements1

Photo: Creating temporary shade for pedestrians/cyclists with fabric in Coimbatore, Dec, 2019
Source: Urban Design Collective



Safe and inclusive infrastructure: 
Long term recommendations1

Streets that INVITE you to cycleStreets that ENABLE you to cycleStreets that DARE you to cycle

Photo: A congested street with no room for cyclists
Source: ITDP India

Photo: A shared cycle lane, with the risk of accidents 
and encroachment

Source: The Hindu
Photo: Segregated cycle track with shade in Pune

Source: ITDP India



Safe and inclusive infrastructure: 
Long term recommendations1

Create NMT cell & 
city-wide network 

plan

Include shower 
facilities & 

off-street parking

Implement Traffic 
demand management 

measures

Increase green cover 
for shade

Congestion zone in London 
Source: Institute of 

Transportation Studies

Japanese parking lot
Source: gaadi.com

Well shaded street with wide 
footpath in Chennai
Source: ITDP India

Cycling network plan 
Source: ITDP India



Ensure access to cycles for all:
Expanding bicycle schemes2

Photo: Distribution of free cycle for school students in Chennai, Feb, 2020
Source: Govt. press release



2 Ensure access to cycles for all:
Bicycle-sharing and rental systems

Photo: Public bike sharing station in Ranchi, Oct, 2019
Source: ITDP India



2 Ensure access to cycles for all:
Bicycle-sharing systems - regular sanitisation

Photo: Field officer of PBS operator in Bangalore sanitising bikes, April, 2020
Source: Yulu bike



2 Ensure access to cycles for all:
Bicycle-sharing systems - Ensuring inclusivity

Photo (L to R): Map of the cycling network in Austria, the 
PBS system in Chennai is used by school students, mobility 

card for PBS will make it more user-friendly    
Source (L to R): Mobility and Transport, ITDP India, 

Gaadi.com 



2 Ensure access to cycles for all:
Subsidising cycle maintenance

Photo: A community supported mobile bike repair van in Colorado, May, 2017
Source: Mobile Bikeman



2 Ensure access to cycles for all:
Long term recommendations

Facilitate 
state-sponsored 

community cycle sharing

Scale-up PBS systems, 
micro-mobility for all 

users

Cyclothon conducted in 
Bangalore

Source: trintrin

Management plan to 
Increase e-bike fleet 

Source: Yulu bike

Promote ‘cycling to 
work’

Bike to work initiative in 
Vancouver 

Source: Mobike

Offer training 
programs for women 

and students

Cycle training program 
conducted in a village in TN

Source: The Wire



3 Break stigma around cycling:
Campaigns, Events, Local champions

Photo (L to R): Chennai’s Car-Free Sundays Campaign, Active cycling communities in Indian cities
Source: ITDP India, Felix John



Long-term investments to cycling

● Develop comprehensive 
investment strategies

● Provide tax incentives on 
bicycles and its spare 
parts

● Create employment 
opportunities in the 
cycling industry

Photo: Pune’s Bicycle Plan, Dec, 2017
Source: ITDP India



How can we achieve our vision?

Safe and inclusive 
infrastructure 

Breaking the stigma 
around cycling

Ensure access to 
cycles for all

Car free sunday as initiative to 
promote cycling - Chennai 

Source:  ITDP India

People of different  age group 
commuting by cycle - Chennai 

Source: ITDP India

Protected cycle track - Sydney
Source: NACTO



The crisis as an opportunity 

Cultural change 
to make healthy 
streets

A once-in-a-lifetime 
chance to take a fresh 
look at our streets and 
make it possible for 
everyone to get around 
safely.

Cities should use this 
change to build resilience 
through sustainable 
mobility. 

Photo: Cycling movement at Amsterdam in 1982
Source: WikipediaPhoto: Cycling movement at Amsterdam in 1982Photo: Congested roads of Delhi

Source: Blogspot



Thank you
:::   itdp.in  ::: @ITDP-INDIA  :::




